
Overcoming the Odds: How Kane Group
Leveraged Technology to Tackle a
Complex Project

The £12 million Basement Energy Centre and Basement
Works project presented a number of unique challenges
for the Kane Group

When Kane Group Building Services designed, prefabricated, and installed the £12

million Basement Energy Centre and Basement Works project for the Claridge’s
Hotel in London, it did so leveraging some leading-edge technologies to ensure success.

The massive expansion project consisted of combined heat and power systems, gas fired boilers,
chillers and plate heat exchangers—earning the project the title of “Britain’s Biggest Iceberg
Basement.” But completing the work was not easy, especially considering some key challenges,
including:

https://kanegroup.co.uk/
https://www.pbctoday.co.uk/news/construction-technology-news/claridges-hotel-project/105474/


Technlogy helped fuel a well-oiled machine that included
getting materials prefabricated offsite delivered to the
construction site and installed properly.

Maintaining collaboration between construction teams; some

working five stories underground, others aboveground on the

project site, offsite prefabrication teams and back-of-house

operations at Kane’s Northern-Ireland offices

Maintaining consistently updated data and documentation

among these teams, including permitting, health and safety

records, and assembly, maintenance and commissioning

documents

Logistics of getting prefabricated materials to and from the

project site and installed properly

Indeed, this marked one of Kane’s most logistically challenging projects to date. But thanks to a
technology-forward approach and the help of solutions from Trimble Viewpoint, it delivered for its
client. The Energy Centre project was largely prefabricated at Kane’s head office workshop, then
transported and lifted into position via a 3M x 3.4M opening to access the underground levels.
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What Document Controllers Should Look for in Software Solutions

Technology Driving Development
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Viewpoint For Projects helps contractors streamline
documentation and workflows between the office and
field.

Kane utilised a state-of-the-art software solution suite that aided with visual programming, solving
complex problems, and made user-defined tools to assist in design and documentation workflows
throughout the project.

The outcome of the project was a huge success as using Viewpoint For Projects, Trimble
Viewpoint’s cloud-based project management solution, Kane was able to streamline all drawings
and documents used throughout the project. This encompassed 247 drawings and 430
prefabrication drawings. Through this streamlined efficiency, Kane was able to work quicker,
reduce project risks and overcome the project's complex logistical challenges, surpassing
expectations.

Viewpoint For Projects is Trimble Viewpoint’s
award-winning common data environment
that helps organisations to control and
collaborate on project documents with
dispersed project teams. A powerful tool for
streamlining documentation, reducing errors,
mitigating risks, and avoiding duplication of
efforts.

Viewpoint For Projects enabled the project team to work more efficiently through its secure, easily
configurable interface. This allowed all project data such as models, drawings, and documents to
be processed, stored, shared, reviewed and marked-up quickly and efficiently, with no duplication
of efforts. By the end of the project, the total document count was 5,156 between Kane and other
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contractors and a total project email archive of 13,973.

Field View is replaces manual field processes with on-
demand data and digitized workflows.

Kane also utilised Viewpoint Field View, Trimble Viewpoint’s mobile onsite tool, to generate
more than 2000 QR codes which were printed and attached to plant assets, whilst working with
more than 17 different contractors throughout the Claridge’s project. This made the project even
more unique and, due to the huge number of plant items, Kane can now easily identify the assets
so future maintenance checks can easily be recorded.

Field View is a cloud-based and off-line
mobile solution to replace pen and paper in
the field for snagging, forms & permits,
project delivery and handover. It ensures your
team is more productive by spending more
time on-site and less time completing
administrative work back in the office.

Kane completed the project differently to those previously by using Field View forms for:

Quality checking on site

pressure testing

HSE inspections

Energisation requests and permits to work in energised areas

https://www.viewpoint.com/en-gb/products/viewpoint-field-view?utm_medium=overcoming-the-odds-how-kane-group-leveraged-technology-to-tackle-a-complex-projectutm_source=blog&utm_campaign=run-a-better-business)


It made a difference worth sharing with others as the client recognised that the design innovation
and offsite prefabrication was key to the success of the project and additionally awarded Kane with
an extended Scope of Works that included more Hotel central works.

Kane also utilised a state-of-the-art software solution suite that aided with visual programming,
solving complex problems, and made user-defined tools to assist in design and documentation
workflows throughout the project.

Read More

Learn How Wates Group Overcame Pandemic Construction Challenges

The Result

Using modern technology helped Kane surpass it's
client's expectations, delivering a project for London's
Claridge Hotel that is cuttting-edge.

Through innovation and advancement across all in-house capabilities – achieving streamlined
efficiency – Kane successfully delivered the challenging Claridge’s Hotel project, surpassing owner
expectations and leading to an extended scope of work for hotel projects.

“From the very first meeting, when project stakeholders explained their vision and what they were

trying to deliver for Claridge’s, we were hooked on the project,” said Cathal McMullan,

managing director of Kane. “The end results speak for themselves.”
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With over 28 years experience in the construction Industry, Ben brings a wealth of knowledge to Viewpoint where
he works as BIM Strategy Manager. Ben has advised contractors consultants and client bodies on management,
organisation, workflow and business process associated with BIM deployment.
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